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I<JRRATllM. In the article "Changing Duration of Glacial 
Cycles from Lower to Upper Pleistocene" by J. Chappell 
(Nat'ure, 219, 36; 1968) "35 per cent" should read "0·3.5 pel' 
cent" in the twenty-second line of the third paragraph 
on page 39, and three lines highcr the wording should be: 
"with winds blowing to the north"; not "fronl the north" 
as it sa:vs. 

ERRATUM. In the article "Transplantation and Cyto
toxieity Changes indueed by Acid Mucopolysaeeharides" 
by Muriel Lippman (Nat'ure, 219, 33; 1968) the beginning 
of the second paragraph should read: "Both the histo
chemical observation that applied AMPS can eoat cell 
surfaccs3 " and the increased eleetrophoretic mobility 
produced in a variety of ascites tumour cells after exposure 
to the sodium salt of heparin' suggest that surfaee coating 
can explain the experimental observations". In the first 
sentence of the sixth paragraph "100 test substance" 
should be "lO~ of test substance". The first sentence of 
the tenth paragraph should read: "Collectively the in
creased tumour volumfl and the shortened survival time 
of animals with Y AC ascites tumours shows that pre
incubation of the cells with AMPS faeilitated the growth 
of these tumours in syngeneie animals". The author's 
present address is the Department of Pediatrics, not 
Zoology, at the University of Chicago, 

CORRESPONDENCE 
De-acceleration 
SIR,-Any sectional interest, scientific or otherwise, can 
always make out a case for a particular project which in 
their eyes is unassailable in logic, virtue and derived 
benefit. 

Advice, by definition, is an expression of opinion and, 
solicited or unsolicited, is surely not binding 011 the 
recipient. 

One wonders whether your editorial and the views of 
the eminent professors (expressed in Natur'e, July 6, 
1968, page 15) would have induced the same inflamed 
passions had the Government been unanimously. advised 
not to participate in the 300 GeV accelerator project and 
yet had decided to support it ? 

"Mildura" , 
7 Porch ester Road, 
Newbury, Berks. 

Yours faithfully, 

ANTHONY M. FRBKE 

On the Codification of Science 
SIR,~-Whatever the truth with respect to the relative 
and absolute growt,h in the number and size of scientific 
journals', there is a conti'luing concern over the scientific 
"knowledge explosion" and its containment. Some of the 
proposed remedies in terms of preprints2, information 
storage and retrieval" and the proliferation of new 
journals' may mistake the nat';lre of the di~ease and help 
to kilJ5 rather than eure the patwnt. Thflre IS undoubtedly 
widespread agreement on the morbidity of the present 
systemS- 8 • 

. One great addition to the volume of the scientific 
literature comes from the repetition required not only to 
place a problem in historical perspective but also to 
re-establish the nomenclature and dHvHlop the argument 
from basie promises. How oftfln the author in presenting 
a paper at. a learned society meeting uses. his few precious 
minutes in once again setting up the problem and leaves 
little or no time for his unique contribution, the solution! 
This is even more noticeable at interdisciplinary con
ferences·, where there is no established symbolism common 
to the different disciplines and each speaker has to relate 
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his spacing, scattering parameters, etc., to those of the 
preced~ng speakers. A m?dest proposal to re,~uce, t~,e 
repetItIOn of spoken and wntten work IS that we ?odify , 
set forth systematically, the accepted statc of SClCnce at, 
a particular time. 

It is possible to give illustrations of the usefulness and 
overall success of codification in limited fields. For 
example, the work of the International Bureau of Weights 
and Measures and the various national bureaux has been 
basic to the systematic development of modern science. 
The findings of the bureaux, applied with the natural con
servatism of governments, have added the weight of thc 
legal code to the force of scientific laws. At another level, 
temporary organizations concerned with the ?odification 
of science were the committees on the teachmg of geo
metrical optics 'which in Britain and the United State8 
reduced to order the sign conventions for spherical mirror" 
and lenses. A more rflCfmt example of the successful pro
vision of guide lines for teaching is the work of the 
Coulomb Law Committee of the Ameriean Association of 
Physics Teachers'o. 

Mathematical and physical tables, handbooks and 
handbucher are all approaehes to codification but handbuch 
articles have not, in gHneml, become the authoritative 
references one might expect. An interesting exception at 
a high theoretical level is Pauli's relativity article written 
at the age of 21 and published in Englishll nearly fifty 
years later. In review articles, Baeher, Bethe and Living
ston12 provided a classic of nuclear physics which, because 
of its authority and timing, served a whole generation of 
scholars. Finally, Born and Wolf's Principles of Optics'3 
can be cited as a treatise which seems to have been 
generally accepted as the eodification of its particular 
field_ Thus it is quite common for authors and speakers 
to start off scientific papers with a reference to a specific 
equation in this book. In its logical organization, metic
ulous attention to detail, comprehensive assessment of 
the literature and frequent revision, it exemplifies the 
codification which might usefully he extended to all fields 
of science. 

In summary, the proposal is that scierwe be reviewed 
and codified by recognized authorities (not l10cesRarily 
committees). The selection of proper authors might serve 
as a legitimate concern and Ilew breakthrough for the 
national and international scientific organization. Codi
fication should not introduce an orthodoxy or rigidity in 
science because the acceptance of a particular work would 
depend on its inherent quality and the precise formula
tion of the present state of knowledge would facilitate 
argument against as well as for the status quo. The 
foregoing examples are taken from physical science but 
they could be extended to show that such a codification 
would serve scienee generally. 

Department of Physics, 
Mount Allison University, 
Sackville, New Brunswick. 

V,'ILLIAM J. NOBLE 
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